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Performance Range - Valtra tractors from 88- 370 hp
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S Series 240-370 hp

T Series 141-225 hp

N Series 99-171 hp
A Series
88-101hp

75 hp

100 hp

125 hp

150 hp

175 hp

200 hp

275 hp

300 hp

325 hp

350 hp

375 hp
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Today, Valtra is synonymous with a reliable, highquality product that is tailored to meet the individual
needs of every customer and business. The quality
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and reliability are no coincidence: only the best
quality materials are used in the manufacturing
process. Major part of Valtra components are
designed in-house. The company‘s vast level of
production allows in-house quality control to be
performed on all individual parts. In addition, each
end product undergoes thorough testing that lasts
between 30 minutes and 3 hours depending on
the series.
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1979
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2004

Valtra´s customer-centric approach is unique
among tractor manufacturers. By listening to and
understanding the customer´s requirements and
how he/she wishes to use his/her tractor, the
finished product will be the most efficient and
appropriate tractor for the job.
The advanced customer order service allows
customers to specify their tractors exactly as
they want them. The specifications of the tractor
meet the needs of the customer, and the cost of
unnecessary equipment is eliminated.

This is the most efficient and productive way
both for the customer and manufacturer to
build tractors.

You can choose your transmission, engine,
hydraulics, cab, colour and other options
and unique features.

At Valtra, custom built means offering you true
alternatives and real freedom of choice.
The comprehensive Valtra à la Carte system
makes customizing your individual tractor easy,
while offering up to half-a-million unique
combinations of performance characteristics
and equipment.

Even the price of your custom built tractor is
limited to the exact features that you specify, so
you only pay for equipment that will benefit your
business. With the freedom to choose the latest
innovations and features, your Valtra tractor will
prove to be more productive and economical in
the long run.
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Valtra tractors are exported to 96 countries worldwide, with tractors from the Suolahti plant mainly
being exported to Scandinavia, France, the UK
and Germany.

The company‘s roots date back to 1951, when
the former “Valmet” weapons manufacturer was
enlisted for civilian purposes and produced the first
Valmet 20 tractor. Since then, Valmet has undergone
huge change and development; not just in its name
changes from Valmet and ValtraValmet to Valtra,
but also in its vastly increased tractor series with a
performance range from 88 to 370 HP.

Individually Yours

Tractor specialist Valtra (formerly Valmet) is a Finnish
company based in Suolahti and has been part of
the AGCO Group since 2004 (affiliate brands include
Fendt and Massey Ferguson). In 2010, the two Valtra
plants located in Finland (Suolahti) and Brazil (Mogi
das Cruzes) produced 22,017 tractors, achieving
turnover of EUR 1030 million.
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Model

hp (kW)

Model

hp (kW)

A83H

88 (65)

N93H

99 (73)1

A93H

101 (74)1

N103H+H5

111 (82)1

N113H+H5

130 (96) 2

N123H+H5

143 (105) 2

1

H = HiTech
1

max. power (ISO 14396)

N163V+D

171 (126) 2

H = HiTech
H5 = HiTech 5
V = Versu
D = Direct
2

max. power (ISO 14396)
with boost

The HiTech, HiTech 5, Versu
and Direct equipment variants
offer a wide range of options
for tailoring the tractor to the
precise needs of your business.
The N Series has an eye on
the future and is the ideal allrounder for both mixed work
and
specialised
farmland
work. Thanks to its agility and
optimum weight distribution,
the N Series is particularly
suited for use with front
loaders and front hydraulics.
As with the T Series and S
Series models, this class
also boasts SCR technology.
Together with the already
economical 4-cylinder engines,
this
technology
provides
completely
new
horizons
in terms of performance
and efficiency.

I N D I V I D UA L LY YO U R S

1

N Series

6

The A Series tractors feature
a modern Valtra design and
are ideal for fulfilling all
requirements all year round!
The short design is a huge
advantage when using the
tractors with front loaders,
mixed feeders, or in forestry
conditions. In addition to the
electrohydraulic, shift-on-thego F/R shuttle, the four-wheel
drive, differential lock, and
power take-off can be activated
with the push of a button,
thereby
ensuring
superior
ease of use. Extras, such as
HiShift and an EPC, that were
previously only available in
higher performance classes are
now among the series features,
turning the A Series into a truly
universal machine.

A Series
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N143H+V+D 160 (118) 2
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Model

hp (kW)

T133H

158 (116)

2

S233

270 (199)1

T153H+V+D

170 (125) 2

S263

295 (217)1

T163e V+D

185 (135) 2

S293

320 (236)1

T173H

190 (140)

2

S323

350 (258)1

T183V+D

201 (148) 2

S353

370 (272)1

T193H

210 (155) 2

1

T203D

215 (158)

T213V

225 (165) 2

H = HiTech
V = Versu
D = Direct
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2

8

max. power (ISO 14396)
with boost

The T Series offers various
hydraulic and gearbox options
with its HiTech, Versu and Direct
models. As such, these models
are ideally suited for farmers
as well as machine contractors
and forestry companies. This
series is based on the latest
technology, and each model
can be tailored to meet
individual and the most diverse
requirement profiles. The new
T Series combines traditional
power
with
unparalleled
flexibility and comfort, while
the use of SCR technology
sets new standards in terms of
environmental protection and
levels of efficiency.

T Series

1

max. power (ISO 14396)

2

The S Series extends the upper
end of the Valtra product range,
providing the most advanced
technology in its class with
greater comfort than ever
before. The cab ergonomics
combine
traditional
Valtra
values with new technologies
in a way that Valtra does best.
The S Series is also the result
of a long partnership between
Valtra and AGCO Power. The
second generation of the SCR
(Selective Catalytic Reduction)
emissions treatment system
for engines offers extraordinary
environmental
friendliness
and efficiency.
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S Series

Model
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Valtra is a distinguished front loader tractor and thanks to the
versatile LH Link, it is the ultimate partner for farmland work. This
tractor is perfect both for dairy and horticulture mechanisation,
starting with grass cutting, swathing and feeding, through to
transportation, silo work and general field work.

10

Actual performance
High-performance hydraulics with separate hydraulic oil reservoir
in the Versu and Direct models and in some T Series models
combined with Valtra‘s own SigmaPower function for PTO work,
ensure that implements can be used extremely efficiently.
Direct models boast both a hydraulic assistant and a turbine
clutch function.

Unique Valtra TwinTrac reverse driving feature
The Valtra TwinTrac reverse driving feature makes it easy to mow
in reverse with butterfly mower combinations. The professional
solution for sound ergonomics, ultimate user-friendliness and
efficiency. The operator is able to turn through 180 degrees in
his seat in our comfortable cabs, and all without standing up.
When driving in reverse, the operating instruments are also
ergonomically arranged along our patented arm rest.

Versatile equipment, versatile deployment. The Valtra custom
order system enables tractors to be tailored specifically to
requirements in the widest range of applications. Products
from the tractor specialist Valtra are designed with the highest
levels of comfort and cab ergonomics in mind, while ensuring
maximum operator protection in every situation.

Unique view
The original Valtra SVC cab is raising the benchmark when
it comes to the operator workspace. The missing B-pillar on
the right side, the exhaust pipe located to the A strut, and the
downward sloping engine bonnet ensure excellent all-round
vision, particularly for laterally mounted implements. These
features all help to meet all the requirements for performing
high-precision work.

TwinTrac reverse drive system
The unique TwinTrac reverse drive feature from Valtra makes
operating equipment in reverse gear child‘s play. Being able to
change the direction of work without having to leave the seat
ensures ergonomic and less tiring work. The level cab floor
makes changing direction of travel even faster and easier.

Valtra LH Link - the next-generation front linkage
The innovative Valtra LH Link front linkage guarantees firstclass results, which make the remaining work so much easier.
By setting the front linkage control mode either to operate
in relation to the steering angle of the wheels or completely
independently from the wheels, bends in both directions and on
uneven surfaces can be managed easily.

I N D I V I D UA L LY YO U R S

More than just a machine

As varied as your work

Urban - versatile in
municipal maintenance

Valtra tractors are the most versatile and reliable partners for
all farmland work - from the excellent basic construction of the
tractor through to the features designed for specific applications.
Thanks to the excellent weight distribution, Valtra N Series
tractors have one of the best specific performance weights on
the tractor market. This means the best possible use of engine
power and efficient use of the different implements.

Farmland a multi-talented partner

Multi-talented in the field

11
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Autosteer for faster, precision farming

The original Valtra forestry cab with additional windows and
protective frame meets the exact requirements needed for
precision work. The new SVC360 cab does not feature a B-pillar
on the right-hand side, thereby offering a perfect view in
all directions.

I N D I V I D UA L LY YO U R S

Impressive ground clearance
Thanks to the streamline design of Valtra tractors, it is not
necessary for you to watch out for each individual rock and
undulation. The optimal weight distribution ensures excellent
stability on any terrain.

12

Unique turbine clutch

Steel tank for the N Series
A steel tank for the N Series: the perfect solution for
forestry work.

Moving off and changing direction are fluid and gentle, while
reversing is possible without overloading the clutch.

Environmentally friendly - EcoPower models
Valtra EcoPower models featuring AGCO Power engines offer fuel
savings of up to 20%. The high engine torque ensures the most
efficient fuel economy and driving comfort in equal measure.
Important features such as tyres, special safety equipment,
lighting, mudguards and forestry implements complete the
specifications of your Valtra model, making it an unbeatable
partner in forestry work.

The optional System 150 Auto-Steering satellite navigation
system employs the latest GPS technology to guide your tractor
and implements faster and more accurately. This is especially
valuable for more accurate operation at night and in low visibility.
The system steers the tractor automatically avoiding overlap or
un-worked land. The system allows the driver to focus on his
work. In this way it reduces fuel consumption while significantly
increasing productivity.

U-Pilot headland management system
Headlands, where the tractor and implement is turned around
ready for another run up the field, are areas where valuable time
can be lost while the driver controls the implement and tractor.
Valtra’s U-Pilot significantly reduces the amount of repetitive
work on the headland, increasing productivity while reducing
fatigue. The system also reduces the risk of human error.

ISOBUS
The ISOBUS communication system (ISO 11783) shares data
between the tractor and the implement. ISOBUS makes it easy to
control modern implements, especially those with many features
and a high level of automation.

Telemetry (AGCOMMAND)
Telemetry allows the location and operations of the tractor to be
monitored over the internet. The system sends data about the
tractor to a server, from where it can be retrieved almost in real
time in the form of individual reports.
Autosteer, telemetry and ISOBUS readiness are
available on N Series, T Series and standard on S Series.

I N D I V I D UA L LY YO U R S

Unique view

Forest - unbeatable
in the forest

The new Versu and Direct models offer new hydraulic solutions.
The hydraulic pump‘s up to 160 l/min supply rate and a separate
hydraulic oil reservoir are the ideal features to meet the most
demanding of requirements.

Autosteer
and telemetry

The new Versu (five-stage powershift) and Direct
(CVT) models - new hydraulic solutions
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TwinTrac - the unique reverse
drive feature from Valtra allows
simple and efficient work to be
performed in both directions.
The spacious cab provides the
ideal environment in which to
use the reverse drive feature.
The operator can swivel his
seat through 180°, without the
need to stand up.
The system incorporates a
second steering wheel with
electric F/R level and an extra
clutch, brake and throttle
pedal. The swivel seat also
provides an excellent rear view
of the implement and work
area. A host of combinations of
tractor implements work best
in reverse mode.
The TwinTrac reverse drive
feature is a major advantage
because
heavy
mounted
implements
are
always
attached to the rear.

The EcoPower principle is
based on reducing the rated
engine speed. The output
remains high, while the engine
torque is increased.

• reduced noise levels
• increased driving comfort
• reduced vibrations
• increased tractor service life

two tractors in one

14

• reduced fuel consumption of
up to 20%

EcoPower

I N D I V I D UA L LY YO U R S

Even the most difficult work
can be completed at an engine
speed range of 1200 -1400 rpm
in Eco mode. This means:

I N D I V I D UA L LY YO U R S

The AGCO Power engines have
been optimised in terms of
engine speed, engine torque,
power and consumption.

reverse drive feature

TwinTrac reverse drive
feature

TwinTrac

EcoPower - two tractors
in one

15
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Tel: 02476 851202, Fax: 02476 852435
Sales: valtrasales@uk.agcocorp.com
Aftersales: valtraaftersales@uk.agcocorp.com
Website: www.valtra.co.uk

VAL 1823 12/12 6k

AGCO Ltd.
Abbey Park, Stoneleigh
Kenilworth, England
CV8 2TQ

Valtra is a worldwide brand of AGCO Corporation

AGCO, Your agriculture Company, is a premier manufacturer of agricultural equipment, providing high-tech solutions for professional farmers feeding the world.
The company is dedicated to delivering superior customer service, innovation and quality. AGCO products are distributed in more than 140 countries worldwide.
The tractors that appear in this brochure may be equipped with special options. Changes possible - all rights reserved.

